AMISH BIBLIOGRAPHY
(AND SHAKERS AND MENNONITES)

Series / Stand Alone Title / Nonfiction
Children and YA Fiction / Children and YA Nonfiction

SERIES

Series: MIRIAM’S JOURNAL
Author: BENDER, CARRIE
1. FRUITFUL VINE
   DB 41118
2. WINDING PATH
   DB 41119
3. JOYOUS HEART
   DB 41120
4. TREASURED FRIENDSHIP
   DB 55840
5. GOLDEN SUNBEAM
   DB 55851

Series: BRIDES OF LEHIGH CANAL
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
1. SARAH’S CHOICE
   LB 06565

Series: BRIDES OF WEBSTER COUNTY: FOUR BESTSELLING ROMANCE NOVELS IN ONE VOLUME
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
DB 71736 (Includes all four novels)

Series: DAUGHTERS OF LANCASTER COUNTY
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
DB 66094 (Includes all three novels)
1. STOREKEEPER’S DAUGHTER
   DB 66094, LB 05079
2. QUILTER’S DAUGHTER
   DB 66094
3. BISHOP’S DAUGHTER
   DB 66094
Series: DISCOVERY
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
1. GOODBYE TO YESTERDAY 
   DBC 01522 (BARD)
2. SILENCE OF WINTER 
   DBC 01523 (BARD)
3. HOPE OF SPRING 
   DBC 01524 (BARD)
4. PIECES OF SUMMER 
   DBC 01525 (BARD)
5. REVELATION IN AUTUMN 
   DBC 01526 (BARD)
6. VOW FOR ALWAYS 
   DBC 01527 (BARD)

Series: INDIANA COUSINS
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
1. COUSIN'S PROMISE 
   DB 70301
2. COUSIN'S PRAYER 
   DB 70535
3. COUSIN'S CHALLENGE 
   DB 71213

Series: KENTUCKY BROTHERS
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
1. JOURNEY 
   DB 74142
2. HEALING 
   DB 74414
3. STRUGGLE 
   DB 75559

Series: LANCASTER BRIDES: ROMANCE DRIVES THE BUGGY IN FOUR INSPIRING NOVELS
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
DB 61984 (Includes all four novels)

Series: PRAIRIE STATE FRIENDS
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
DB 85441 (includes all three novels)
Series: SISTERS OF HOLMES COUNTY
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
1. SISTER'S SECRET
   DB  65578
2. SISTER'S TEST
   DB  66243
3. SISTER'S HOPE
   DB  67545

Series: KATE BURKHOLDER NOVEL
Author: CASTILLO, LINDA
1. SWORN TO SILENCE
   DB  70357
2. PRAY FOR SILENCE
   DB  72246
3. BREAKING SILENCE
   DB  73915, LB  06787
4. GONE MISSING
   DB  75090
4.5  LONG LOST
   DB  86238
5. HER LAST BREATH
   DB  76872, LB  07481
6. DEAD WILL TELL
   DB  79218
7. AFTER THE STORM
   DB  82360
7.5. SEEDS OF DECEPTION
   DB  86239
8. AMONG THE WICKED
   DB  84704

Series: AMISH VILLAGE
Author: CHAPMAN, VANNETTA
1. MURDER SIMPLY BREWED
   DB  78768
2. MURDER TIGHTLY KNIT
   DB  86917
3. MURDER FRESHLY BAKED
   DB  87068, LB  08226
Series: SHIPSHEWANA AMISH MYSTERY
Author: CHAPMAN, VANNETTA
  1. FALLING TO PIECES
     LB 07056
  2. PERFECT SQUARE
     LB 07341
  3. MATERIAL WITNESS
     LB 07317

Series: MEN OF LANCASTER COUNTY
Author: CLARK, MINDY STARNES
  1. AMISH GROOM
     DB 79235
  2. AMISH BLACKSMITH
     DB 79936
  3. AMISH CLOCKMAKER
     DB 85721

Series: WOMEN OF LANCASTER COUNTY
Author: CLARK, MINDY STARNES
  1. AMISH MIDWIFE
     LB 06829

Series: DAUGHTERS OF CALEB BENDER
Author: CRAMER, W. DALE
  1. PARADISE VALLEY
     DB 74303
  2. CAPTIVE HEART
     DB 75341
  3. THOUGH MOUNTAINS FALL
     DB 76180

Series: INN AT EAGLE HILL TRILOGY
Author: FISHER, SUZANNE WOODS
DB 80734 (Includes all three novels)
Series: STONEY RIDGE SEASONS
Author: FISHER, SUZANNE WOODS
  1. KEEPER
     DB 74103
  2. HAVEN
     DB 75365
  3. LESSON
     DB 76183

Series: SHAKER SERIES
Author: GABHART, ANN H.
  1. OUTSIDER
     DB 67933
  2. BELIEVER
     DB 70787
  3. SEEKER
     DB 71833
  4. BLESSED
     DB 77712
  5. GIFTED
     DB 77910

Series: COURTSHIPS OF LANCASTER COUNTY
Author: GOULD, LESLIE
DB 83467 (Includes all four novels)
  1. COURTING CATE
     DB 83467, LB 07323
  2. ADORING ADDIE
     DB 83467, LB 07405
  3. MINDING MOLLY
     DB 83467, LB 07589
  4. BECOMING BEA
     DB 83467, LB 07952

Series: MAPLECREEK AMISH
Author: HARPER, KAREN (KAREN S.)
  1. DARK ROAD HOME
     DB 44094
  2. DARK HARVEST
     DB 65020, LB 06669
  3. DARK ANGEL
     DB 65021
Series: SEASONS OF THE HEART SERIES
Author: HUBBARD, CHARLOTTE
  1. SUMMER OF SECRETS
     DBC  06067 (BARD)
  2. AUTUMN WINDS
     DBC  06470

Series: BLISS CREEK
Author: IRVIN, KELLY
  1. TO LOVE AND TO CHERISH
     LB  07722
  2. HEART MADE NEW
     LB  07791
  3. LOVE’S JOURNEY HOME
     LB  07817

Series: HOME AT CEDAR CREEK
Author: KING, NAOMI
  1. ABBY FINDS HER CALLING
     DBC  06096 (BARD)
  2. ROSEMARY OPENS HER HEART
     DBC  06435 (BARD)

Series: ABRAM’S DAUGHTERS
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY
  1. COVENANT
     DB  56398
  2. BETRAYAL
     DB  56399
  3. SACRIFICE
     DB  59512
  4. PRODIGAL
     DB  60280
  5. REVELATION
     DB  60595

Series: AMISH COUNTRY CROSSROADS
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY
  1. POSTCARD
     DB  54201, LB  07647
  2. CROSSROAD
     DB  55493
Series: ANNIE'S PEOPLE  
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY  
1. PREACHER'S DAUGHTER  
   DB 62283  
2. ENGLISHER  
   DB 62875  
3. BRETHREN  
   DB 64146

Series: COURTSHIP OF NELLIE FISHER  
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY  
1. PARTING  
   DB 66456  
2. FORBIDDEN  
   DB 66753  
3. LONGING  
   DB 68131

Series: HERITAGE OF LANCASTER COUNTY  
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY  
1. SHUNNING  
   DB 53518  
2. CONFESSION  
   DB 53519  
3. RECKONING  
   DB 53520  
4. OCTOBER SONG  
   DB 59769

Series: HOME TO HICKORY HOLLOW  
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY  
1. FIDDLER  
   DB 74860  
2. BRIDESMAID  
   DB 75576  
3. HOME TO HICKORY HOLLOW (Includes GUARDIAN and SECRET KEEPER, Books 3 and 4 in this series)  
   DB 77824  
5. LAST BRIDE  
   DB 79215, LB 07700
Series: ROSE TRILOGY
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY
1. THORN
   DB 72343, LB 06863
2. JUDGMENT
   DB 73360, LB 06862
3. MERCY
   DB 73777, LB 06962

Series: SEASONS OF GRACE
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY
1. SECRET
   DB 69138
2. MISSING
   DB 69803
3. TELLING
   DB 72507

Series: PATCH OF HEAVEN
Author: LONG, KELLY
1. SARAH'S GARDEN
   DB 76852
2. LILLY'S WEDDING QUILT
   DB 76856
3. THREADS OF GRACE
   DB 76858

Series: AMISH MYSTERY
Author: MILLER, EMMA
1. PLAIN MURDER
   DBC 01545 (BARD), LB 08356
2. PLAIN KILLING
   LB 08221
3. PLAIN DEAD
   LB 08850
Series: MAGDALENA YODER PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH MYSTERY
Author: MYERS, TAMAR

1. TOO MANY CROOKS SPOIL THE BROTH
   DB 49800
2. PARSLEY, SAGE, ROSEMARY AND CRIME
   DB 57950
3. NO USE DYING OVER SPILLED MILK
   DB 55399
4. JUST PLAIN PICKLED TO DEATH
   DB 48925 (BARD)
5. BETWEEN A WOK AND A HARD PLACE
   RC / DB 55398
6. EAT, DRINK AND BE WARY
   DB 55402
7. PLAY IT AGAIN, SPAM
   DB 55401
8. HAND THAT ROCKS THE LADLE
   DB 55404
9. CREPES OF WRATH
   DB 55848
10. GRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT
    DB 55000
11. CUSTARD’S LAST STAND
    DB 57676
12. THOU SHALT NOT GRILL
    DB 58261
13. ASSAULT AND PEPPER
    DB 60494
14. GRAPE EXPECTATIONS
    DB 62436
15. HELL HATH NO CURRY
    DB 65109
16. AS THE WORLD CHURNS
    DB 70227
17. BATTER OFF DEAD
    DB 69673
18. BUTTER SAFE THAN SORRY
    DB 72935
19. IN THE DEATH OF PIE
    DB 85121
20. TEA WITH JAM AND DREAD
    DB 85121
Series: AMISH SUSPENSE
Author: PERRY, MARTA
  2. VANISH IN PLAIN SIGHT
      LB 07383
  3. DANGER IN PLAIN SIGHT
      LB 07391

Series: KEEPERs OF THE PROMISE
Author: PERRY, MARTA
  1. FORGIVEN
      LB 07911
  2. RESCUED
      LB 08159
  3. REBEL
      LB 08596

Series: LOST SISTERS OF PLEASANT VALLEY
Author: PERRY, MARTA
  1. LYDIA'S HOPE
      DB 78318, LB 07482
  2. SUSANNA'S DREAM
      DB 81392, LB 07553

Series: PLEASANT VALLEY
Author: PERRY, MARTA
  1. LEAH'S CHOICE
      DB 70094
  2. RACHEL'S GARDEN
      DB 70644, LB 07364
  3. ANNA'S RETURN
      DB 71313, LB 07375
  4. SARAH'S GIFT
      DB 73335, LB 07355
  5. KATIE'S WAY
      DB 74702, LB 07353
  6. HANNAH'S JOY
      DB 75206, LB 07352
  7. NAOMI'S CHRISTMAS
      DB 78153, LB 07311
Series: WATCHER IN THE DARK
Author: PERRY, MARTA
  1. HOME BY DARK
      LB 07650
  2. SEARCH THE DARK
      LB 07654
  3. ABANDON THE DARK
      LB 08056

Title: AMISH CLASSICS
Author: PRICE, SARAH
      DB 86039 (includes all three novels)

Series: SOMMERFELD TRILOGY
Author: SAWYER, KIM VOGEL
      DB 76654 (Includes all three novels)

Series: AMISH VINES AND ORCHARDS
Author: WOODSMALL, CINDY
      DB 85040 (Includes all four novels)

Series: SISTERS OF THE QUILT
Author: WOODSMALL, CINDY
  1. WHEN THE HEART CRIES
      DB 65580
  2. WHEN THE MORNING COMES
      DB 66244
  3. WHEN THE SOUL MENDS
      DB 68772

STAND ALONE FICTION

Title: HER AMISH MAN
Author: BATES, ERIN
      LB 07326

Title: HALF-STITCHED AMISH QUILTING CLUB
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
      LB 07180

Title: SHADOWS OF LANCASTER COUNTY
Author: CLARK, MINDY STARNES
      LB 06145
Title: LEVI'S WILL  
Author: CRAMER, W. DALE  
DB 62846

Title: AMISH MIRACLE  
Author: ELLIS, MARY  
LB 07717

Title: CHOICE  
Author: FISHER, SUZANNE WOODS  
LB 06462

Title: CHRISTMAS AT ROSE HILL FARM: AN AMISH LOVE STORY  
Author: FISHER, SUZANNE WOODS  
LB 07919

Title: BELIEVERS  
Author: GILES, JANICE HOLT  
DB 47730, LB 02406

Title: MADE WITH LOVE  
Author: GOYER, TRICIA  
DBC 08185 (BARD)

Title: CIRCLE OF GOLD  
Author: HARPER, KAREN (KAREN S.)  
DB 35756 (BARD)

Title: ROOTS OF MURDER  
Author: HARRISON, JANIS (JANIS ANNE)  
DBC 06065 (BARD)

Title: PEARL JINX  
Author: HILL, SANDRA  
DB 69228

Title: STILL WATERS  
Author: HOAG, TAMI  
DB 48906

Title: AMISH GIFT  
Author: KELLER, CYNTHIA  
LB 07277
Title: AMANDA WEDS A GOOD MAN
Author: KING, NAOMI
DBC 06445 (BARD)

Title: LOVE LETTERS
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY
DB 85118, LB 08100

Title: REDEMPTION OF SARAH CAIN
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY
DB 53947

Title: AMISH LOVE
Author: LONG, KELLY
DB 75101
Title: INESCAPABLE
Author: MEHL, NANCY
DBC 01439 (BARD)

Title: CALLING OF EMILY EVANS
Author: OKE, JANETTE
DB 32914

Title: PLAIN TRUTH
Author: PICOULT, JODI
DB 52800

Title: FIELDS OF GRACE
Author: SAWYER, KIM VOGEL
BR 18819

Title: UNTIL THE END OF TIME
Author: STEEL, DANIELLE
BR 19864, DB 76224

Title: BUBBLES IN TROUBLE
Author: STROHMEYER, SARAH
DBC 01837 (BARD)

Title: VISIONIST
Author: URQUHART, RACHEL
DB 78013
Title: NO ROOF BUT HEAVEN  
Author: WILLIAMS, JEANNE  
DB  33231

Title: OUTSIDER  
Author: WILLIAMSON, PENELOPE  
DB  44881

Title: AMISH GATHERING: LIFE IN LANCASTER COUNTY  
Author: WISEMAN, BETH  
LB  06346

Title: AMISH LOVE: THREE AMISH NOVELLAS  
Author: WISEMAN, BETH  
LB  06632

Title: HIS LOVE ENDURES FOREVER  
Author: WISEMAN, BETH  
LB  07752

NONFICTION

Title: ANN THE WORD: FOUNDER OF THE SHAKERS  
Author: CAMPION, NARDI REEDER  
DB  11973 (BARD)

Title: SHAKER GHOST STORIES FROM PLEASANT HILL, KENTUCKY  
Author: FREESE, THOMAS  
DBC  08409 (BARD)

Title: BORN AMISH  
Author: GARRETT, RUTH IRENE  
BR  16402

Title: AMISH SOCIETY  
Author: HOSTETLER, JOHN ANDREW  
DB  51601

Title: AMISH IN MICHIGAN  
Author: HUNTINGTON, GERTRUDE ENDERS  
DBC  05935 (BARD)
Title: MENNONITE IN A LITTLE BLACK DRESS: A MEMOIR OF GOING HOME
Author: JANZEN, RHODA
DB 71283, LB 06358

Title: DISTELFINK COUNTRY OF THE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH
Author: JORDAN, MILDRED
DB 12475

Title: GREAT POSSESSIONS: AN AMISH FARMER'S ALMANAC
Author: KLINE, DAVID
BR 08636

Title: AMISH GRACE: HOW FORGIVENESS TRANSCENDED TRAGEDY
Author: KRAYBILL, DONALD B
DB 66210

Title: RIDDLE OF AMISH CULTURE
Author: KRAYBILL, DONALD B
DB 31154

Title: BEVERLY LEWIS AMISH HERITAGE COOKBOOK
Author: LEWIS, BEVERLY
DB 64311

Title: THROUGH FIRE AND WATER: AN OVERVIEW OF MENNONITE HISTORY
Author: LOEWEN, HARRY
DB 44074

Title: SHAKERS AND THE WORLD'S PEOPLE
Author: MORSE, FLO
DB 16717 (BARD)

Title: RESTORING SHAKERTOWN: THE STRUGGLE TO SAVE THE HISTORIC SHAKER VILLIAGE OF PLEASANT HILL
Author: PARRISH, THOMAS
DBC 05576 (BARD)

Title: MENNONITE SOCIETY
Author: REDEKOP, CALVIN
DB 56336
Title: RUMSPRINGA: TO BE OR NOT TO BE AMISH
Author: SHACHTMAN, TOM
DB  62609

Title: GOD AMONG THE SHAKERS: SEARCH FOR STILLNESS AND FAITH AT SABBATHDAY LAKE
Author: SKEES, SUZANNE
DB  47781 (BARD)

Title: SHAKER EXPERIENCE IN AMERICA: A HISTORY OF THE UNITED SOCIETY OF BELIEVERS
Author: STEIN, STEPHEN J.
DB  38288 (BARD)

Title: GROWING UP AMISH: A MEMOIR
Author: WAGLER, IRA
DBC  01549 (BARD)

Title: GREAT DIVORCE: A NINETEENTH-CENTURY MOTHER'S EXTRAORDINARY FIGHT
Author: WOO, ILYON
DB  84948

CHILDREN’S / YA FICTION

Series

Series: WHISPERING BROOK
Author: BENDER, CARRIE
  1. WHISPERING BROOK FARM
     DB  41336
  2. SUMMERVILLE DAYS
     DB  46799
  3. CHESTNUT RIDGE ACRES
     DB  46800
  4. HEMLOCK HILL HIDEAWAY
     DB  53022 (BARD)
Series: ANGELS TRILOGY
Author: MCDANIEL, LURLENE
1. ANGELS WATCHING OVER ME
   BR 11918
3. UNTIL ANGELS CLOSE MY EYES
   BR 11920

Series: A DAY NO PIGS WOULD DIE
Author: PECK, ROBERT NEWTON
1. DAY NO PIGS WOULD DIE
   BR 09397, DB 37104, LB 01524
2. PART OF THE SKY
   DB 45820

**STAND ALONE CHILDREN’S / YA FICTION**

Title: FAMILY TREE
Author: AYRES, KATHERINE
BR 11363, DB 45622 (BARD)

Title: BACK TO SCHOOL
Author: BRUNSTETTER, WANDA E
DBC 06545 (BARD)

Title: FRIENDS AND ENEMIES
Author: GAEDDERT, LOUANN BIGGE
DB 52959 (BARD)

Title: SHAKERESS
Author: HEUSTON, KIMBERLEY BURTON
DB 55424 (BARD)

Title: SUSANNAH
Author: HICKMAN, JANET
DB 49565 (BARD)

Title: OUT OF STEP WITH THE DANCERS
Author: HOWARD, ELIZABETH
DB 13580 (BARD)

Title: PROUD TO BE AMISH
Author: JORDAN, MILDRED A
BR 01192
Title: LIKE THE WILLOW TREE: THE DIARY OF LYDIA AMELIA PIERCE
Author: LOWRY, LOIS
DB 72553

Title: JUST PLAIN FANCY
Author: POLACCO, PATRICIA
BR 08925

Title: SHAKER BOY
Author: RAY, MARY LYN
DB 42408 (BARD)

Title: COMPLICATED KINDNESS
Author: TOEWS, MIRIAM
DB 65625 (BARD)

CHILDREN’S / YA NONFICTION

Title: AMISH YEAR
Author: AMMON, RICHARD
DBC 08541 (BARD)

Title: PERFECT LIFE: THE SHAKERS IN AMERICA
Author: FABER, DORIS
BR 03217

Title: KING OF PRUSSIA AND A PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICH
Author: FLEMING, ALICE MULCAHEY
DB 30475

Title: TEEN LIFE AMONG THE AMISH AND OTHER ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITIES: CHOOSING A LIFESTYLE
Author: HUNTER, DAVID
DB 67027

Title: SHAKER HEARTS
Author: TURNER, ANN WARREN
BR 11374